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Abstract
During hypersonic trajectory through a planetary atmosphere a high heat flux
environment is generated due to the friction between gas particles and the vehi-
cle. To protect it from the excessive heat energy that is transferred to it, Thermal
Protection Systems are implemented in the spacecraft’s design. Current modeling
tools used for the design of heat shields, however, have been shown to be unable to
fully replicate material response data recorded during flight. Collaborative efforts
aimed at improving current models are also difficult to establish due to restrictions
placed on the access to material response data. In response, a material model free
of access restrictions dubbed VISTA was devised by a research group at Univer-
sity of Kentucky upon which synergistic projects aimed at studying performance
of charring ablators can be readily organized. In the present thesis a sensitivity
study of the VISTA material model is performed with both Pearson correlation
coefficients and the method of Sobol; Sobol indices are shown to be a much more
robust sensitivity metric in the context of charring ablators. Uncertain param-
eters of the material database are then calibrated through the use of Bayesian
inference rather than basic deterministic methods often used throughout scien-
tific works. The calibrated parameters, as well as quantified uncertainty due to
model structure errors and data inaccuracy, are finally propagated through onto
the output where uncertainty is seen to be reduced by a large margin. An in-
house developed tool named SMUQ is used to perform analyses contained in this
thesis which features a PID controller modified version of the Delayed Rejection–
Adaptive Method sampling algorithm.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Humanity's journey to becoming a space faring civilization began thousands of
years ago when the first individual questioned the night sky and its splendorous
stars and formations. Ever since that moment, the same spark of curiosity drove
numerous early scientists, often at their own peril, to question the status quo
and lay foundation for the scientific progress that has been achieved in the past
millennia. Countless years of intellectual progress lead to the launch of Sputnik
1 on October 4, 1957, which became the first man-made object in space. Shortly
after, the first human was put into Earth’s orbit in 1961, and billions have gazed
at the footage of Apollo program astronauts taking first steps on the lunar surface
on July 20, 1969. What followed was the full realization of the potential that space
exploration holds for the betterment of human lives around the globe. Now, nearly
fifty years later, humanity has set its gaze upon Mars as NASA has announced
plans to put astronauts on the face of the red planet in the 2030s [1]. However, as
history of the space program has proven, space exploration is laden with dangers.
Most recently, seven astronauts lost their lives on board space shuttle Columbia
on February 1st, 2003 during the return stage of the mission. The Thermal
Protection System [TPS] responsible for the protection of the vehicle from excess
temperatures encountered at high velocities during atmospheric re-entry failed
due to damage sustained at lift–off.
During the re-entry portion of a space mission, the vehicle plunges through
the atmosphere at hypersonic speeds that exceed that of molecular motion. At
these conditions, the atmospheric particles do not have enough time to move
out of the way and pile up in a layer of high temperature plasma in front of the
vehicle [3]. Entry vehicles are protected from the hostile conditions created during
atmospheric re–entry by TPS included in their design. Charring ablators, such as
PICA and AVCOAT, are often utilized in high-speed entry missions; most notably,
AVCOAT was the TPS material of choice throughout the Apollo program [4–7].
These charring ablators are manufactured by combining non-reacting, stacked
1
Figure 1.1: Artist rendition of capsule re-entry [2].
fiber structures with pyrolyzing phenolic resins. The end result is a material that
experiences decomposition of its resin through pyrolysis at and beyond its surface
during high heating conditions. Generated pyrolysis gases escape into the flow
field through the porous structure while the non-pyrolyzing constituent materials
are left behind in material’s char state and ablate at the recessing surface [8].
The newest revision of AVCOAT has been included in the design of NASA’s
Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle [MPCV] design and tested in flight on December
2014 [EFT 1] [10]. The test vehicle was outfitted with thermocouples and pres-
sure transducers located in multiple plugs across the span of the aft heatshield
which collected data throughout the entry phase. However, restrictions placed on
the publication of the material properties of MPCV’s AVCOAT hinder new collab-
orative efforts aimed at improving current modeling methods and tools. Previous
works have also shown that the current design 1–D material response tools did
not reliably predict heat shield performance for past missions [11–13]. In response
to this, research group at University of Kentucky is in the process of developing a
new, open-source AVCOAT material database dubbed VISTA (VISTA Is Similar
To AVCOAT) [14]. The VISTA material database aims to replicate replicating
the performance of AVCOAT material used during Apollo 4 and Apollo 6 test
flights for which data can be found as part of open-source publication [15]. Even
2
Figure 1.2: Front face of the Stardust vehicle and it’s charred aft heat shield [9].
though it is not the exact same material, the model allows one to assess the
fundamental assumptions made concerning physical phenomena when modeling
material response of charring ablators.
Availability of data collected during Apollo flights allows for calibration and
uncertainty quantification schemes to be carried out on the VISTA model with
the purpose of obtaining parameters that best replicate AVCOAT behavior. The
simplest calibration efforts carried out in literature and industry involve manu-
ally varying select model parameters based on previous knowledge and intuition
to match a set of data obtained at an experimental facility. However, with the
complexity of the model and phenomena involved at hand, this approach results
in calibrated models which require large safety margins to be implemented in fi-
nal product designs. The parameter space of ablation models is commonly large
and make manual or “one at a time” methods infeasible. Another calibration
approach encountered is the inference of model parameters through the solution
of the inverse problem. Usually performed from a deterministic point of view,
the solution to the problem is derived by minimizing a function of error between
model output and data with a regularization term [16]. The final solution is a set
of parameter values that best replicates calibration data. These approaches do
not account for modeling assumptions and uncertainty present in data known col-
lectively as experimental uncertainty. Instead, in this work, the calibration of the
VISTA material database is conducted through the use of Bayesian inference and
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solution of statistical inverse problems [16–19]. Unlike deterministic approaches,
parametric uncertainties, as well as model uncertainties due to the inadequacy of
the model in representing physical phenomena and data uncertainties due to inac-
curacy of measurements taken, are simultaneously quantified and expressed in the
form of Probability Distribution Functions [PDF]. The methodology has been ap-
plied in the past to models used in studies of turbulent flows and non-equilibrium
chemistry among others [20–27]. However, to the author’s best knowledge, this
is the first time that Bayesian UQ analysis is used in the context of ablation for
TPS design. Most of the literature on this subject consists of forward propagation
of parametric uncertainty with little attention paid to model inadequacy [28–31].
Consequently, the results of these analyses may strongly depend on simplifying
assumptions made in the physical model.
On the other hand, the Bayesian framework utilized in this thesis outlines a sys-
tematic method through which parameter, model, and experimental uncertainties
are quantified and then propagated through the forward problem on the model
output quantity of interest. The goal of this work is to demonstrate the use of
Bayesian inference in the context of ablation, as well as to provide a calibrated
version of the VISTA model database. The process conducted in this thesis is
outlined as follows:
1. Sensitivity study. Prior to solving the statistical inverse problem, a sensi-
tivity analysis is performed to identify most influential parameters on the
experimentally observable output. Two common approaches to sensitiv-
ity analysis are carried out and the results of both are compared. Non-
influential parameters are identified and excluded from calibration efforts
based on the results of the approach deemed the most appropriate in the
context of charring ablator problems, thereby reducing the dimensionality
of the inverse problem.
2. Calibration using manufactured data. In the next step, data is manufactured
using Apollo 4 scenario parameters and non-calibrated VISTA model pa-
rameters. The inversion process is then carried out with the use of Bayesian
inference and results are compared with nominal parameter values. The
purpose of this step is to demonstrate the methodology used in this work
as well as to prove that information regarding uncertain parameters under
consideration can be extracted from data.
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3. Calibration with experimental data. The outlined calibration and uncer-
tainty quantification scheme is carried out with the VISTA material database
and Apollo-era aft heat shield temperature data. The calibration considers
multiple sources of thermocouple data where model and experimental un-
certainties are considered separately per each thermocouple location.
4. Forward propagation of uncertainties. Quantified uncertainties in the pre-
vious step are propagated through the statistical forward problem onto the
output, and the output is then compared with data originally used in the
calibration scheme.
Prior to carrying out the process outlined above, background information on
the involved steps of the analysis will be given in the following chapters. Physical
phenomena that occur during ablation of charring TPS materials are introduced in
Chapter 2 in addition to relevant physical models. Following, Chapter 3 contains
details on the theory behind sensitivity analysis and calibration through Bayesian
inference utilized throughout this thesis; a short literature review is done of sen-
sitivity studies and calibration efforts pertaining to charring ablators present in
recent publications. The stated analyses shall be performed using an in-house
developed code the details of which are given in Chapter 4. Finally, the results
of the sensitivity study, calibration, and uncertainty quantification are given in
Chapter 5 with conclusions and future work discussed in Chapter 6.
The contents of this work are part of a planned publication that will be sub-
mitted for review by the author shortly after the submission of this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Ablation and Computational Models
In the present chapter, physical phenomena that occur during ablation of charring
materials are discussed. The material response in this work is simulated with the
Kentucky Aerothermodynamics and Thermal-response Solver [KATS] material re-
sponse module [KATS-MR] which the VISTA material model is tied to. Following
the discussion of physical mechanics involved in ablation, relevant models to the
present study that are implemented as part of KATS-MR are reviewed. The dis-
cussions in this chapter rely heavily on the work of Weng [8] whose work should
be referenced for detailed discussions concerning ablation and the computational
framework of the KATS solver.
2.1 Physical Behavior
As a capsule plunges through atmosphere at hypersonic speeds, gas particles do
not have enough time to move away and a strong bow shock forms in front of
the vehicle. The vehicle’s kinetic energy is dissipated through friction which,
in turn, is then conveyed back to it through both flow-field convection as well
as radiation processes that are a result of non-equilibrium chemistry in the thin
shock layer. The purpose of TPS materials is to protect the substructure from the
excessive heat flux. Although other types of TPS materials such as non-ablating
ceramic plates and non-charring coatings exist, charring ablators are reserved for
use on vehicles where high heating conditions are expected and re-usability is not
a system requirement.
Charring ablators are characterized by their in-depth decomposition in addition
to surface recession in high temperature scenarios. These materials are typically
manufactured by first stacking layers of non-reacting fibers into a porous structure
which is then filled with pyrolyzing resins that readily decompose. In the case of
Apollo-era AVCOAT, a fiberglass honeycomb was first adhered to the vehicle sub-
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Comparison of a PICA sample in its virgin (a) and char (b)
states [32].
structure; a mixture of pyrolizing resins and silica fibers among others was then
used to fill in each cell of the matrix through a manual process. The material
would be shaped precisely to desired thickness at the end of the procedure [33].
The “virgi” state corresponds to the original condition of the material where no
decomposition occurred. Upon being exposed to high heat flux conditions, the
resin at the surface of the material and in-depth begins to decompose and generate
pyrolysis gases through the process of pyrolysis; the fibers do not readily decom-
pose and are left behind. Solid mass can be further removed through processes
such as spalation, vaporization, and oxidation among others, but they are not con-
sidered in this work. A pressure differential is established as pyrolysis gases are
generated which expels the gases into the flow field through the porous structure.
Once the resin is completely depleted and only the fibers and any matrix material
remain the material is in its “char” state. The difference between virgin and char
states of a charring ablator can be seen in Figure 2.1 for a PICA sample. The
char state sample is shown to be devoid of resin mass present in the virgin state
of the material. The remaining fibrous structure ablates at the surface thereby
showing recession in the material thickness. The material response of a charring
ablator in a high heating environment is summarized in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Visualization of material response of a charring ablator in high
heating conditions [34].
2.2 Ablation Models
Since their inception in the early 1950s, numerous efforts have been undertaken
to properly model material response of charring ablators [35]. However, the si-
multaneous occurrence of complex phenomena such as solid decomposition, fully
dimensional heat transfer, and pyrolysis gas flows through an orthotropic porous
structure among others have proven to be difficult to accurately capture with
computational tools. Currently ongoing modeling efforts are taking advantage of
the increased computational power available. One of these projects is the KATS
solver. The material response module of KATS is designed to take into account
effects of pyrolysis transport on material performance without the use of oversim-
plifying assumptions concerning material properties [8]. The temporal solution for
the temperature of a charring ablator is obtained by numerically solving a set of
governing equations: conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy. In
addition to the stated fundamental equations, in the following subsections relevant
models detailing solid decomposition, porous material fluid flow, and boundary
conditions are discussed. Although capable of handling 3-D problems, 1-D sim-
ulations are used to obtain model output throughout this thesis; the following
equations are adjusted to reflect the use of 1-D scenarios. Ablation models and
equations shown in this chapter come from Weng [8].
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Figure 2.3: A 2-D control volume of a charring ablator [8].
2.2.1 Species Continuity
The species continuity equation enforces the condition that mass must always be
conserved. In other words, the change of the amount of mass for a particular
species in a control volume must be equal to the net species mass flux, in addition
to the species mass generated inside the volume. A control volume for a porous,
charring ablator in 2-D can be seen in Figure 2.3 where it shows the presence
of both solid and gas constituents. In the case of solid species, no flow of solid
mass into the control volume is possible; therefore, the change of solid species
mass inside occurs solely due decomposition, as expressed by Equation 2.1. In
the equation below, ρsi is the density of an individual solid species and ωsi is the
corresponding source term due to solid decomposition.
∂ρsi
∂t
= ωsi , i = 1, . . . , nss (2.1)
The pyrolysis gases are assumed to be governed by equilibrium chemistry which
enables their treatment as a single species. Unlike solid material, gases are able to
flow through the porous charring ablator. The volume Vg occupied by the gas in
the empty voids of a porous material can be computed by taking the product of
the volume of the control volume V and material porosity φ; the mass of pyrolysis
gases present can then be computed together with gas density. These aspects
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are expressed in the gas species mass conservation Equation 2.2 where ρg is the
density of pyrolysis gases, u is gas velocity, and ωg is a source term due to the
decomposition of solid material into gas.
∂(φρg)
∂t
+
∂(φρgu)
∂x
= ωg (2.2)
Consequently, due to the assumption of equilibrium chemistry, the source term in
Equation 2.2 can be computed as follows where the volume fraction Γ is assumed
to be Γi = 1/2 for all solid species.
ωg = −
nss∑
i=1
Γiωsi (2.3)
In the case of non-equilibrium chemistry, Equation 2.2 can be readily expanded to
account for multiple gas species, but the determination of individual source terms
requires more complex models to be employed.
2.2.2 Momentum Conservation
The momentum conservation equation states that the net change in the momen-
tum of gases inside of a control volume is equal to the sum of the net momentum
flux through the boundaries, momentum change due to external forces applied at
the boundaries, and diffusive effects of the porous material. The equation in 1-D
takes the form of Equation 2.4
∂(φρgu)
∂t
+
∂(φρgu
2 + p)
∂x
= Dx, (2.4)
where p stands for the pressure of the gas and Dx is the diffusive effects source
term. In addition to the equilibrium chemistry assumption, pyrolysis gas is also
assumed to be ideal, thus allowing the ideal gas law shown in Equation 2.5 to
be utilized in the calculation of gas pressure inside the material. The variables
in the equation below take on commonplace definitions where R is the universal
gas constant and M and T are respectively molecular weight and temperature of
the pyrolysis gas. The diffusive source term is obtained with a separate model
reviewed in one of the following sections that captures effects of gas flow through
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porous media.
p =
ρgRuT
Mg
(2.5)
2.2.3 Energy Conservation
The energy conservation equation in 1-D for a charring ablator takes the form of
Equation 2.6 and is based on the fact that the total energy per unit volume change
of both solid and gas species is the sum of the net flux of enthalpy through the
boundaries of the control volume, heat transfer due to conduction, and a diffusive
effects.
∂(φEg + Es)
∂t
+
∂(φρguH)
∂x
− ∂Fcondx
∂x
= SD (2.6)
The symbols above take the following meanings: Eg and Es are respectively total
effective solid and gas energies, H is gas enthalpy, Fcondx is the conductive heat flux
in the 1-D case, and SD is the diffusive source term. The conductive heat flux is
computed as the product of material thermal conductivity λ and the temperature
gradient. The cumulative solid species energy term Es is obtained with Equation
2.7 where the effective density is computed by taking the ratio of the total amount
of solid mass over the entire volume.
Es = ρscp,sT (2.7)
The diffusive source term of the energy conservation equation in a 1-D scenario
is calculated with Equation 2.8 where Dx is the source term present in the 1-D
momentum conservation equation.
SD = Dxu (2.8)
2.2.4 Pyrolysis Gas Transport
The high heat flux encountered during high-speed atmosphere entries causes resins
of a charring ablator to decompose which, in turn, drives a build up of pyrolysis
gases inside the ablator. The established pressure differential then causes the
gases to be driven into the free-stream. The flow of pyrolysis gases through the
porous charring ablator is modeled using a version of Darcys law [36]. The law
in its basic form in 1-D is shown in Equation 2.9 where the left hand side is the
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diffusive source term in Equation 2.4 and together with pyrolysis gas velocity the
source term in Equation 2.6, µ is fluid viscosity, and K is the porous material
permeability.
∇p = −φ µ
K
u (2.9)
The basic version of Darcy’s law assumes incompressible flow and thus is unable
to capture compressibility effects. The solver though is able to account for these
effects through the use of a derivative of Darcy’s law based on the works of Ahn et
al. [37]. However, in 1-D scenarios that are the subject of this thesis, the modified
expressions for the diffusive source term equate it to the expression to the right
of the equal sign in Equation 2.9. Forchheimer Law alternatively is also available
with the added benefit that it captures high speed flow effects through porous
media [38]. In 1-D simulations the law takes the form of Equation 2.10
Kxx(Dx + bφ
2ρgu
2) = −φµv, (2.10)
where Kxx is the one dimensional permeability of the ablator and b is a material
specific constant, which is given for some materials by Martin and Boyd [39].
The equation above is solved for the diffusive source term Dx present in the
momentum conservation and needed for the computation of the source term in
the energy conservation expression.
2.2.5 Solid Decomposition Model
Upon being exposed to excessive heat flux, the resin constituent of an ablator in
its virgin state begins to decompose until only the non-pyrolyzing fibers remain;
the ablator is in its char state when the resin is completely depleted. A com-
mon approach to modeling solid material decomposition is through the use of a
phenomenological three component approximation based on the findings of Gold-
stein [40]. With this model, the overall solid density is calculated with Equation
2.11
ρst = Γ(ρsA + ρsB) + (1− Γ)ρsC , Γ = 1/2 (2.11)
where (ρsA + ρsB) is the resin density, ρsC is the density of the preform fibrous
material, and Γ is the volume fraction which as stated above is assumed to take
on the value of 1/2. The decomposition rate of each solid component is in turn
modeled using a modified Arrhenius equation shown in Equation 2.12. The density
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of each solid species decreases from its maximum virgin state value ρsi,v to the
ρsi,c minimum char state value. The ψi parameter serves as control input over
the reaction whereas Ai is the reaction pre-exponential, Ei is energy, R is the gas
constant, T stands for temperature, and ωsi is the solid species decomposition
rate.
∂ρsi
∂t
= ωsi = −ρsi,v(
ρsi,v − ρsi,c
ρsi,v
)ψiAie
−Ei
RT (2.12)
2.2.6 Material Properties
Material properties of char and virgin states are determined apriori based on flight
and ground facility data. However, the determination of material properties in the
decomposition region of the charring ablator is performed through an interpolation
based on char and virgin state values and degree of char parameter β. The degree
of char is obtained with Equation 2.13 where it is a function of local solid density
in addition to virgin and char state densities.
β =
ρvirgin − ρs
ρvirgin − ρchar (2.13)
In turn, the β parameter can be used to compute solid and thermal material
properties as shown in Equations 2.14 and 2.15 respectively. The computation
of other material characteristics such as permeability and heat capacity in the
decomposition layer is performed in the same manner based on the property in
question.
φ = (1− β)φvirgin + βφchar (2.14)
λs(T ) =
(1− β)ρvirgin
ρs
λvirgin(T ) +
βρchar
ρs
λchar(T ) (2.15)
2.2.7 Thermal Boundary Condition
A boundary condition at the front face of the domain must be specified. Sim-
ilar to other works, an aerothermal boundary condition can be selected which
necessitates the computation of the penetrated heat flux through the flux balance
shown in Figure 2.4 on the following page [11]. In the pictured control volume
afixed to the material surface, the constituent terms are: penetrated heat flux
qa, input and output radiative heat fluxes qradin and qradout , conduction flux qc,
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Figure 2.4: Fully expanded individual input and output heat flux balance terms
for the control volume in dashes attached to the solid line surface [41].
blowing at the surface (ρv)whw, enthalpy fluxes m˙ghg m˙chc and due to pyrolysis
gas and char material flows rates, and the sum of energy flow due to liquidated
material run-off [41]. The flux balance can be further simplified to only include
the aerodynamic heatflux, radiation heat flux, and energy flux due to pyrolysis
gases and material ablation terms as shown in Equation 2.16.
qpen = qah − σ(T 4 − T 4∞)− m˙shw − m˙ghw (2.16)
In the above equation, qpen is the penetrated heat flux, qah is the aerodynamic
heat flux,  is material emissivity, hw is the gas enthalpy at the wall, and m˙g
and m˙s are respectively rate of pyrolysis gas blowing and rate of removal of solid
material due to ablation. However, the computation of the penetrated heat flux is
subject to additional uncertainties stemming from modeling errors of constituent
terms such as the aerodynamic and radiative heat fluxes and gas enthalpy at the
wall.
A thermocouple [TC] driver thermal boundary condition is instead selected
which circumvents the need to evaluate Equation 2.16 above as well as the need
to calculate the recession rate of the material. In this case, data collected from a
thermocouple inside the material near the ablating surface is used as the tempera-
ture boundary condition. In reference to Figure 2.5, temperature data collected by
thermocouple 1 are used as the boundary condition. The material response model
then computes material temperature for locations in the material deeper than the
driving thermocouple. The material sample length is consequently rescaled so
that the location of the driver thermocouple is at the origin of the domain. As
14
Figure 2.5: Simplified view of a thermal plug and thermocouple set up in a
vehicle’s heat shield.
a result with the TC driver approach, the surface boundary heating problem is
decoupled from the material heat transfer study inside the ablator [29].
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Chapter 3
Statistical Framework
In this chapter, a literature review of recently undertaken efforts in calibration and
uncertainty quantification of models that aim to predict material response perfor-
mance of charring ablators is first performed. Following, a brief introduction to
sensitivity analysis is given with particular attention being drawn to two common
methods often invoked throughout scientific publications, Pearson correlation co-
efficients and the method of Sobol. An overview is subsequently given of the
basic fundamentals and theory involved in performing model calibration and un-
certainty quantification through Bayesian inference. This chapter concludes with
a general road map which can be utilized in calibration and validation efforts of
computational models when experimental data is available.
3.1 Literature Review
In the context of charring ablators, scientific publications on the calibration and
uncertainty quantification of relevant material response models is scarce. Recently
the following works on the calibration of models dealing with ablating materials
(charring and non-charring) and corresponding material properties have been pub-
lished to the best of author’s knowledge:
• Using the Charring Material Ablation [CMA] code, Molavi et al. [42] per-
formed sensitivity analysis and model parameter inversion in order to demon-
strate their approach to parameter estimation from data. The subject test
case consisted of a fictitious scenario with a small sample of non-pyrolizing
ablating material. Model parameters that are a function of temperature,
such as heat capacity and thermal conductivity, did not have a prescribed
form, and instead, individual values at regular temperature intervals were
considered. Sensitivity analysis in this work consisted of computing sensitiv-
ity indices, which were based on the computation of first order derivatives
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of the output quantity of interest with respect to individual parameters.
The inverse methodology performed was based on the Levenberg–Marquard
method where iterative sampling of the model parameter space was done
in order to minimize a function of the squared error between model output
and data. The method was proven to be able to retrieve known material
parameter values from simulated data.
• In the paper by Copeland et al. [31], material property PDFs were con-
structed using statistical measures for the PICA charring ablator used in the
Mars Science Laboratory [MSL] spacecraft design. An uncertainty quan-
tification study was carried out by forward propagating parameter PDFs
through the FIAT solver. It was found that material properties showed mu-
tual dependence and consideration of relationships between parameters is
necessary in similar future efforts. Following, a gradient oriented sensitivity
analysis was performed by slightly perturbing nominal property values in
order to study dominant physical phenomena. A study of parameter uncer-
tainty contribution was also done through both the computation Pearson
correlation coefficients and the method of Sobol. Differences between final
results of both methods were observed suggesting that higher-order effects
are influential and linear based sensitivity methods may be, therefore, in-
sufficient.
• Mahzari et al. [29] performed uncertainty quantification, sensitivity analysis,
and inverse estimation of select properties for the MSL heating environment
as well as the model temperature output of the TPS material. The utilized
approach in the paper implemented the TC Driver boundary condition using
temperature data recorded during the entry phase into Mars’ atmosphere.
The first step of the analysis consisted of applying numerical treatments
to the inverse estimation of heating rates. Next, probability distributions
corresponding to material parameters were forward propagated through the
problem to quantify uncertainty present in the temperature output due to
parameter uncertainty; a regression analysis was performed to identify con-
tributions to the total uncertainty due to each parameter. It was found
that the thermal conductvities of the charring ablator’s virgin and char
states were by far the largest contributors of uncertainty. The authors went
on to state that it is not possible to calibrate specific heats and thermal
conductivities simultanously in the presence of measurement errors due to
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their mutual correlation. The inverse methodology outined by Mahzari in
Ref. [30], which depends on the minimization of a function based on the
squared error between model output and flight error, was applied in tan-
dem with FIAT and MSL flight data. The calibrated results consisted of
decreased thermal conductivity values accompanied by a decrease in error
between model output and data.
• In the work of Turchi et al. [28], two different uncertainty quantification ap-
proaches were applied to thermo-chemical ablation models. The investigated
test case consisted of a sphere made of non-pyrolizing carbon material in a
scenario similar to that encountered in plasma wind tunnel ground facili-
ties. Uncertainty quantification methodologies that were employed consisted
of an anchored-ANOVA approach as well as a polynomial chaos surrogate
model based on Wiener-Askey scheme. These two techniques were used to
propagate parameter uncertainties through the forward problem onto model
outputs. It was found that both approaches, when applied to the relevant
models, yielded approximately same results.
A common theme across selected works, and others not explicitly mentioned
here due to repetition of same methodology, is that uncertainty quantification of
model performance is carried out by forward propagating model parameter distri-
butions that are constructed based on current knowledge held by the investigators.
The inability of models to perfectly replicate effects of physical phenomena is ei-
ther not accounted for in the forward propagation or is assumed to be a certain
magnitude based on the current state of knowledge. In addition, across works
concerning calibration of computational models, employed inverse methodologies
are typically based on deterministic methods that seek to minimize some function
of the difference between model output and calibration data with little consider-
ation to structural model and data error. Sensitivity studies are also often based
on linear measures that can lead to misleading conclusions, as pointed out in one
of the reviewed works. The analyses can, therefore, be improved by forward prop-
agating parameter distributions that do not solely depend on knowledge of the
investigators and take into account model inadequacy and data uncertainty.
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3.2 Sensitivity Analysis
Models can be thought of as processors that relate output to the values of model
and scenario parameters in an effort to replicate some real–life phenomena. Sce-
nario parameters are, however, most often known apriori before executing the
model, thus the remaining degrees of freedom are associated with model parame-
ters. Relationships between model parameters and output also vary based on the
complexity of the physical phenomena that is being captured. In the simplest of
cases, the relationship between the two is purely linear with incremental increases
in the value of any model parameter corresponding to proportionate changes in
the values of predicted quantities of interest. These cases are, however, rare and
non–linear relationships between individual parameters as well as combinations
of parameters and output are more often observed. Each parameter can have a
varying effect over model output where, while some parameters can have an over-
whelming influence over model predictions, others may be negligible. If a model
output displays low sensitivity with respect to a particular parameter, then cal-
ibration with data corresponding to that same output will yield little gain on
the knowledge of that parameter; large amount of knowledge is expected to be
acquired if opposite is true.
In order to study output sensitivities prior to performing model calibration, a
sensitivity study is done by varying the model parameters using a Monte Carlo
sampling algorithm. Sensitivity analysis at its core is a study of the relationship
between model output and model parameters. As stated in Saltelli et al. it is,
“the study of how the variation in the output of a model (numerical or otherwise)
can be apportioned, qualitative or quantitatively, to different source of variation
and of how the given model depends upon the information fed into it” [43]. The
analysis is meant to give insight into the importance of each parameter which
then makes it possible to rank the parameters based on their contributions to
the output variation. Furthermore, it is then possible then to exclude the non-
influential parameters from further analysis thereby reducing the dimensionality
of the inverse problem and associated computational costs. Numerous approaches
towards sensitivity study have been devised and can span from low cost screening
methods and scatter plots to global variance based formulations that sample the
high dimensional model parameter space [43–46]. These methods vary based on
corresponding number of required model runs as well as their ability to capture
non-linear relationships aspects between model parameter space and output. A
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Figure 3.1: Review of sensitivity analysis methods used in literature based on
their computational costs and ability to capture different input/output
relationship types [46].
quick overview of sensitivity analysis techniques is given in Figure 3.1.
In this work, two commonly used sensitivity analysis measures, Pearson Correla-
tion Coefficients [PCCs] and Sobol indices, will be compared and the applicability
of each with repsect to ablation problems will be evaluated. The results of the
most appropriate method will be used to rank the parameters based on influence
for the Apollo 4 scenario. The temperature of the charring ablator material will
be the quantity of interest during the sensitivity study.
3.2.1 PCC vs. Sobol Indices
Computation of PCCs is one of the most commonly used sensitivity analysis
methods in sciences due to the ease of its implementation and understanding.
These sensitivity measures indicate the degree to which two variables are linearly
correlated with each other and can take on values from −1 to 1 respectively
indicating a very strong negative or positive relationship; a value near zero denotes
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no correlation. Sample PCCs between two variables are computed with Equation
3.1 [43] which states that it is the ratio of the sample covariance between two
variables and square root of the product of sample variances of each.
rx,y =
∑N
i=1(xi − x¯)(yi − y¯)
[
∑N
i=1(xi − x¯)2]1/2[
∑N
i=1(yi − y¯)2]1/2
(3.1)
The xi and yi quantities in the equation above represent individual parameter and
output samples, barred quantities are respective sample means, and N represents
the total number of samples obtained.
However, charring ablator scenarios involve numerous interacting physical phe-
nomena that, in turn, introduce non-linearities to the system. Where relationship
between model parameters and output may not be linear or monotonic, PCCs,
which are a linear measure, are not robust importance indicators and may lead to
incorrect conclusions. Researchers aware of non-additive aspects of their models
instead turn to approaches that can capture non-linear relationships between in-
put and output in their sensitivity studies. One of these approaches is the method
of Sobol, based on the work of the Russian mathematician Ilya Sobol, and is car-
ried out through the calculation of Sobol indices. The derivation of these indices is
based on the decomposition of output variance V into separate sums of variances
due to input parameters and their interactions as shown in Equation 3.2 [47].
V =
k∑
j=1
Vj +
∑
i<j
Vij +
∑
i<j<l
Vijl + · · ·+ V1...k (3.2)
This decomposition of variance based method holds no assumptions on the rela-
tionship between input and output (linear, monotonic,non-linear, . . . ) and allows
for the consideration of interaction effects between parameters on model output.
The indices are obtained through following computations:
Si =
Vi
V
(3.3)
Si1,··· ,is =
Vi1...is
V
(3.4)
where Equation 3.3 is for first order Sobol index that captures the influence of
a parameter on the output due to main effects. Higher order indices computed
using Equation 3.4 capture non-primary effects between a parameter and others
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with increasing dimensionality. A summand of primary and higher order Sobol
indices yields the total effect Sobol index as shown in Equation 3.5 which is the
focus of the sensitivity study performed in this thesis. While individual total order
Sobol indices can vary from 0 to 1, the sum of these indices over all parameters
can range from 1, if the model is purely additive, to more than 1 if interactions
between parameters are present. This property consequently enables the inference
of the degree of non-linearity present in the model input and output relationship
based on the magnitude by which the sum exceeds the value of 1.
STi = Si + Sij,i6=j + · · ·+ S1...i...s (3.5)
Whereas PCCs denote the degree of correlation between two variables, results of
the computation of total order Sobol indices can be understood as the portion
of the output variance that can be explained by the variation of a particular
parameter. However, the ability to capture non-linear effects on the output comes
at the expense of a much larger number of model runs required for accurate results
than for the computation of PCCs as can be seen in Figure 3.1.
3.3 Calibration and Uncertainty Quantification
In all but simplest of cases, models that aim to replicate physical phenomena take
advantage of simplifying assumptions. Although making the system under study
less difficult to handle and computationally cheaper to execute, the approach re-
sults in uncertainty in model output. Deterministic calibration methods that aim
to solve the inverse problem of obtaining parameter values from data by minimiz-
ing a weighted function of error between output and experimental data do not
provide the means alone to consider uncertainty due to model inadequacy; these
approaches also do not take into account uncertainty present in recorded data. On
the other hand, calibration through Bayesian inference enables characterization of
uncertainties associated with parameters, modeling, and data [16]. The system-
atic characterization of uncertainties enables a rigorous application of uncertainty
quantification to be applied that does not involve propagating through the for-
ward problem assumed model inaccuracies and prescribed parametric uncertainty.
In the following subsections, the framework for calibration and uncertainty quan-
tification through a Bayesian approach is outlined.
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3.3.1 Fundamental Theory
The calibration procedure in this thesis rests fundamentally on the use of Bayes’
theorem. The theorem itself stems from the elementary product rule of prob-
ability theory which states that given events A and B the probability of both
events occurring can be computed with Equation 3.6. In other words, the joint
probability of both events is the product of the conditional probability of event
B given that event A is true multiplied and the probability of event A. Similarly,
the same formula can be applied in reverse to the joint probability of both B and
A occuring as expressed through Equation 3.7.
P (A ∩B) = P (B|A)P (A) (3.6)
P (B ∩ A) = P (A|B)P (B) (3.7)
The two joint probabilities are symmetric and equivalent. Equating both Equation
3.6 and Equation 3.7 to each other gives rise to Bayes’ theorem:
P (B|A) = P (A|B)P (B)
P (A)
. (3.8)
It is important to note that, while it is not included in the equations above to
avoid unnecessary clutter, all constituent probabilities are in addition conditional
on information that is currently known [17].
The interpretation of Equation 3.8 is subject to whether a Bayesian interpreta-
tion or a frequentist approach is taken. From a frequentist point of view, proba-
bility is a measure of the “frequency in an ensemble” [48]. Within this framework,
Bayes’ theorem expresses the portion of outcomes with the result B out of the
outcomes A as a function of the proportion of outcomes with the result of A out
of outcomes B in addition to terms describing the proportions of outcomes with
results of A or B in the ensemble. On the other hand, the Bayesian framework
relies on an interpretation of probability as a measure of “reasonable expectation”
based on current knowledge if only a single outcome was collected [48]. With the
Bayesian interpretation, Bayes’ theorem expresses the updated state of knowledge
of B based on evidence A as a function of the prior separate beliefs in A and B
as well as the likelihood of A based on the state of knowledge of B. A further
extension to Bayes’ theorem in the Bayesian framework was made by Sivia and
Skilling where they replaced the events A and B with hypothesis and data. In
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doing so, Bayes’ theorem was reinterpreted as the relationship shown in Equation
3.9; this time the dependence on background information I has been included [17].
P (hypothesis|data, I) ∝ P (data|hypothesis, I)P (hypothesis|I). (3.9)
In the above formulation, the probability of data was omitted due to the term
serving as a normalization constant. The term is ignored in most implementations
of Bayesian inference methodology as will be discussed in Chapter 4.
The extension given above can again be rewritten to more appropriately fit the
calibration problem at hand. Respective to the current context, the hypothesis
consists of a set of parameters θ, that combined with the model at hand, is
thought to result in model output y which would be identical to data D; all
background information is contained within model M under study. With these
definitions, the probability of the above statement being true based on supplied
data, known as the posterior, is given by Equation 3.9 which is a rewritten version
of Equation 3.10 where L(y = D|θ,M) is refered to as the likelihood function
while P (θ|D,M) and P (θ) are respectively posterior and prior distributions.
P (θ|D,M) ∝ L(y = D|θ,M)P (θ|M) (3.10)
The prior distribution represents the probability of the hypothesis being true
based on the current state of knowledge that the investigator might have obtained
through literature reviews, past experience, etc. Provided that prior knowledge
with respect to each θi is independent of others, the expression for the prior
distribution takes the form of Equation 3.11 where it is a product of individual
parameter prior distributions. It is important to bring attention to the fact that if
stochastic models are present in the model, and corresponding hyper–parameters
are part of the hypothesis statement, an adjustment to the prior distribution
formulation below will have to be made to account for the presence of a second
hierarchical level.
P (θ|M) =
# of θi∏
i=1
P (θi|M) (3.11)
Individual prior parameter distributions can take on any form that accurately
represents the current state of knowledge. These formulations can vary from the
least informative uniform distributions where only minimum and maximum range
limits are known to more specific Gauss distributions.
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The likelihood function, on the other hand, describes the modeling error. It
gives the probability of obtaining data D based on the choice of model M and
parameters θ in the hypothesis in addition to uncertainty introduced by model
inadequacies. The form of the likelihood function depends on the chosen error
structure of model and data. The choice of different likelihood formulations was
investigated by Miki et al. when applied to non-equilibrium chemistry models
and serves as a good example of the possible variability of likelihood function
forms due to factors such as additive or multiplicative data error assumptions,
statistical dependence between data points, etc. However, all investigated formu-
lations included a parameter that expressed the uncertainty in the model output
caused by model inadequacy and error in recorded data. The inclusion of this
parameter in the hypothesis in Equation 3.10 allows for a rigorous quantification
of uncertainty due to these sources; this feature mitigates the reliance on prior
assumptions concerning model and data accuracy.
The solution to the calibration problem with Equation 3.10 is obtained by up-
dating prior state of knowledge with the likelihood function, in tandem with data
obtained for observable quantities, into the posterior distribution. The process of
updating knowledge through Bayes’ theorem with newly acquired data is known
as Bayesian inference. Fundamental to this approach, the state of knowledge to
be updated is expressed in the form of PDFs which consequently forces the up-
dated state of knowledge on parameter values to be expressed in a probabilistic
manner. The inverse problem to be solved is therefore reformulated as a statisti-
cal inverse problem due to the treatment of parameter knowledge as PDFs which
express corresponding uncertainties in parameter values. In turn, the propagation
of updated state of knowledge in probabilistic form through the forward problem
reformulates it as a statistical forward problem where the calibrated model output
for the quantity of interest is also a PDF. Uncertainty quantification is performed
through simultaneous forward propagation of uncertainty associated with each
parameter as well as quantified model inadequacy and data uncertainty onto the
output. The overall process does not specify the form of the model in study, and
instead is treated as a variable which makes the approach applicable in a wide
variety of fields where a relationship between input and output is present. The
quantity of interest in this thesis coincides with available data hence the basic
approach outlined in this chapter is sufficient. However, when calibrating models
with data that do not consist of the quantity of interest, appropriate methodology
extensions must be made. The necessary modifications can be found in Ref. [49]
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Figure 3.2: Roadmap to calibration, uncertainty quantification, and validation
using Bayesian inference [20].
which utilizes Bayesian inference in combination with embedded stochastic models
at the source of model error.
3.3.2 Calibration and Validation Road Map
The approach outlined in this thesis is summarized in Figure 3.2 and can be ap-
plied in general with other computational models. First, the statistical inverse
problem is solved to obtain calibrated model parameters. The solution process
consists of updating prior information into posterior parameter PDFs using newly
acquired data; calibrated parameter PDFs express updated knowledge with re-
spect to their values. Next the uncertainties associated with each parameter as
well as the parameter that indicates the uncertainty due to modeling and data
collection errors are propagated onto the quantity of interest. Results of the sta-
tistical forward problem are then compared with data in the final step. In a
typical validation scenario, the forward problem would be solved using a new set
of scenario parameters and results compared with data corresponding to the new
scenario. However, as will be justified in following chapters, experiment and flight
data in this work are chosen to be equivalent; the forward problem scenario is
identical to the one used in the solution of the inverse problem.
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Chapter 4
SMUQ: Stochastic Modeling and Uncertainty
Quantification Toolbox
Methodology outlined in Chapter 3 forms the foundation of the in-house developed
Stochastic Modeling and Uncertainty Quantification [SMUQ] toolbox written in
Fortran. The computational framework of SMUQ has already in most part been
covered in Ref. [49] but the summary of implemented algorithms in addition to
recent improvements made to the toolbox’s solution methodology is done here
for convenience. It is worth noting that software packages implementing uncer-
tainty quantification and calibration approaches already exist such as the follow-
ing: DAKOTA by Sandia National Laboratories [50], UQTools by NASA [51],
and QUESO by University of Texas at Austin [52]. However, any analysis would
be constrained by the methodologies utilized in existing code. Implementation
of new methods would either be difficult to achieve given the complexity of ex-
isting software, which may consists of algorithms meant for non-UQ purposes,
or not possible due to user end agreement conditions prohibiting tampering with
software framework. The SMUQ toolbox was therefore devised as both an educa-
tional tool as well as a platform on which new methodologies can be implemented.
The toolbox was also designed in a way which makes it possible to easily perform
analysis outlined in Chapter 3 with any given model without the need to alter the
main code of either the computational model being investigated or SMUQ.
The calibration of a computational model through Bayesian inference requires
the posterior solution PDF of Equation 3.10. However, an analytical solution is
not feasible in all but the simplest cases where the number of dimensions (number
of uncertain parameters) is small. Simple statistical measures of distribution
characteristics typically employed such as mean, median, and variance do not
provide large utility when distributions under consideration show multi-modal
behavior. A different approach must be instead taken which involves sampling
of the posterior distribution. As stated by Tarantola, “To sample a probability
density means to generate (independent) points that are samples of it, i. e. such
that the probability of any of the points being inside any domain A equals the
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: An example of a target 2D PDF (a) and its sampled counterpart (b).
probability of the domain A” [16]. The methodology implemented in SMUQ that
is used to sample the posterior distribution solution and produce marginalized
posterior PDFs for each parameter is described in the following sections in this
chapter. A means of evaluating quality of results that the outlined calibration
process yields is also presented.
4.1 Monte Carlo
The broad category of algorithms where high-dimensional spaces are explored
through random sampling are called the Monte Carlo [MC] methods. These meth-
ods are widely used in problems where the solution complexity is too great for the
derivation of an analytical result. Monte Carlo methods in general are used where
problems associated with distribution sampling, estimation of quantities such as
high-dimensional integrals, and optimization are encountered [53]. An example
of distribution sampling with a basic MC method defined by a two-dimensional
input domain is shown in Figure 4.1.
The purpose of an MC algorithm when sampling a probability distribution is
to explore regions of significant probability. However, when exploring high di-
mensional probability spaces regions of significant probability can be extremely
small compared to the entire high-dimensional domain. This idea can be demon-
strated by drawing a unit square with a circle of unit diameter inscribed within
it as shown in Figure 4.2. If a uniform distribution is assumed where every point
has an equal probability of being sampled, the probability of a drawn point being
inside of the circle is the ratio of the area of the circle to the area of the square
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Visualization of the ratio of hypersphere and hypercube volumes in
2–D (a) and 3–D (b).
which is approximately equal to 0.7854, while in 3D this probability is 0.5236 and
corresponds to the ratio of the volumes of a unit sphere and cube. With increasing
dimensionality of the domain the probability of drawing a sample located inside
of a hypersphere which is inscribed inside of a unit hypercube declines quickly and
the“curse of dimensionality” becomes more evident with MC approaches. This
quick decline in probability up to 11 dimensions is shown in Figure 4.3 where
the probability of drawing a sample inside of a 11-D unit hypersphere inscribed
within a unit hypercube is nearly zero. The empty space in terms of PDF sampling
schemes corresponds to extremely low probability regions, consequently extensive
sampling of these regions is a waste of computational resources.
Based on this information the sampling of probability distributions can be im-
proved upon by first identifying regions of high probability and then sampling
those regions efficiently. According to Tarantola the problem of finding regions
of high probability can be alleviated the most through gaining knowledge of the
aspects of the problem at hand prior to sampling efforts [16]. Efficient sampling
of the high probability region is achieved through MC based sampling techniques
which in the present case take advantage of Brownian-like walking motion in-
side the domain. Sampling algorithms employed in SMUQ are presented in the
following sections .
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Figure 4.3: The probability of drawing a sample inside of a unit hypersphere that
is inscribed inside of a unit hypercube at varying dimensions of up to 11–D [16].
4.2 Metropolis–Hastings Algorithm
A large class of Monte Carlo algorithms are based on the adherence to the prop-
erties of a Markovian chain. Successive samples in general sampling approaches
may not be independent of sample history. However, if successive samples of a
Monte Carlo method show dependence only on the previous sample drawn, the
algorithm is then said to be an example of a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method
[MCMC]. This property can be expressed as Equation 4.1 where it states that
given a current sample θi, the past and future of the sample sequence are inde-
pendent [54].
P (θi+1|θ0, . . . ,θi−1) = P (θi+1|θi−1) (4.1)
One of the most utilized MCMC methods is the Metropolis–Hasting [MH] al-
gorithm. The approach consists of a random Brownian motion sampler that is
augmented by probabilistic selection methods. The final result is an algorithm
that samples a target distribution in an efficient manner that follows the Marko-
vian property. When sampling a general PDF P (·), the MH algorithm consists of
the following steps:
1. First draw a random sample θ0 from the target distribution such that
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P (θ0) > 0 .
2. Using a symmetric proposal PDF Q(·) centered about the previously ac-
cepted sample, draw a new sample θp and then compute the probability
P (θp). This is demonstrated in Figure 4.4 for a 1-D example.
3. Compute the statistc α using probability of previously accepted sample
P (θi) as well as the value P (θp) as follows:
α =
P (θp)
P (θi)
. (4.2)
4. Finally, decide whether to accept the proposed sample based on the value
of the statistic computed in Equation 4.2. In the event that α ≥ 1, accept
the sample outright and θi+1 = θp . If α < 1 then draw a number αtest from
a uniform distribution of domain [0, 1] and accept the sample if αtest ≤ α.
Otherwise, if the acceptance test fails, reject the sample and θi+1 = θi.
5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 until the distribution has been sufficiently sampled.
If non-symmetric proposal distributions are desired, the outlined MH algorithm
must be adjusted by changing the computation of the α in Equation 4.2 to be
that of Equation 4.3. In the equation below the probability Q(θi,θp) is the
probability of transitioning to θp from the process sample location θi according
to the general proposal distribution Q(·), where as Q(θp,θi) is the reverse case.
It can be observed that when the proposal distribution is symmetric the proposal
probability terms cancel and Equation 4.2 is retrieved. The remaining steps of
the MH algorithm procedure are unaltered.
α =
P (θp)Q(θp,θi)
P (θi)Q(θi,θp)
(4.3)
The Metropolis–Hastings algorithm demonstrates two great advantages over
standard random sampling of the entire domain. The acceptance of samples
based on α forces the MH algorithm to prefer the sampling of high probability
density regions and makes the progression of the Markov chain into regions of
extremely low probability highly unlikely. This aspect is especially beneficial in
higher dimensions where it was shown that the sampling domain may consist of
only small regions of high probability. Second, the use of proposal distributions
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Figure 4.4: Proposal distribution (non-normalized here) sampling utilized during
the sampling of the target PDF (normalized) with Metropolis–Hastings
algorithm.
and the control over their span limits to a degree the number of points in the
sampling domain that are drawn from any neighboring empty space. Instead, the
proposal samples are drawn mostly from the region of high probability given that
an appropriate choice for sampling distributions shapes has been made. The MH
algorithm retains the Markovian property where the converged equilibrium solu-
tion is the PDF that is being sampled. According to Tarantola, the probabilistic
rules in the MH approach that are used to augment the random walk sample a
target distribution are the most efficient [16].
In addition, the method behind the computation of the acceptance statistic
in Equations 4.2 and 4.3 enables a great simplification to the computation of the
posterior PDF in Chapter 3. Any generic PDF can be re-expressed as in Equation
4.4 where C is a normalization constant and f(θ) is a non-normalized PDF.
P (θ) =
f(θ)
C
(4.4)
Consequently, because both the drawn and proposal samples are from the same
target distribution, the ratio of their respective sample probabilities in the equa-
tions for α above reduce to the ratio of the probabilities drawn from the non-
normalized distribution as shown in Equation 4.5. Therefore, when sampling the
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posterior distribution in Bayes’ theorem, the computation of the normalization
term can be omitted and individual non-normalized posterior PDF sample values
take on the form shown in Equation 4.6 which is used in the computation of α
parameter.
P (θp)
P (θi)
=
f(θp)
C
C
f(θi)
=
f(θp)
f(θi)
(4.5)
f(θ) = L(y = D|θ,M)P (θ|M) (4.6)
Prior to initiating the MH sampling algorithm, the form of proposal PDFs
must be chosen. The design of these PDFs is however not always clear and the
choice has a significant impact on the progression of the chain. In Venturi [49]
the effect of changing the standard deviation σ of a Gaussian proposal PDF was
investigated on a generic 1D multi-modal distribution. Three cases in total were
examined where in each case a gaussian proposal with a standard deviation of σ,
σ/2, and σ/4 was tested. The plots of the results obtained are reproduced here
for convenience in Figure 4.5. It was observed that when proposal distributions
are made either too large or too small the chain does not mix well. In the former
case the algorithm rejects numerous samples before accepting another, while in
the latter case new samples are accepted often but only very near the previous
sample due to the narrow proposal PDF, which results in slow exploration of the
sampling space. Hence it was concluded in Ref. [49] that an intermediate form
must be chosen where chain history resembles that of the intermediate case shown
in (c) and (d) of Figure 4.5. A common metric of the quality of chain mixing is the
acceptance ratio and is based on the number of times the acceptance test passes
during the evolution of the Markov chain. While low acceptance rates denote
a Markov chain that is stationary on most attempts like in (a) and (b), a high
acceptance rate is indicative in most cases of a chain that accepts copious number
of samples very close to previously accepted trials as shown in case (e) and (f) of
Figure 4.5. Hence the behavior observed in (c) and (d) is mainly desired.
4.3 Delayed Rejection–Adaptive Method MCMC
Although much more preferable than brute force sampling of the entire PDF
domain, improvements to the Metropolis–Hastings were introduced meant to en-
hance the method’s ability to quickly converge to the equilibrium solution. As
part of SMUQ, the basic MH algorithm was augmented with the Delayed Rejec-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.5: Sampling histories of a generic 1D PDF using Metropolis–Hastings
algorithm where proposal normal distributions with standard deviations of σ
(a), σ/2 (c), and σ/4 (e) were used with corresponding chain histories shown in
(b), (d), and (f) respectively [49].
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tion and Adaptive Method schemes which are summarized and examined in the
following subsections.
4.3.1 Delayed Rejection
The Delayed Rejection [DR] method alters the approach with which individual
samples are taken and accepted. In the original MH algorithm, a sample is drawn
from a proposal distribution and if the acceptance test is a pass, the new sam-
ple point is recorded and the chain advances. Whereas if the test fails, the last
accepted sample is re-recorded and the chain stays stationary. The DR method
devised by Green and Mira [55] adjusts this selection process by introducing ad-
ditional proposal sampling attempts prior to rejection. When a sample from the
proposal distribution fails the acceptance test, instead of recording θi = θi+1
additional attempts are made with smaller proposal PDFs with each successive
re-trial. When the proposal distributions are chosen to be Gaussian PDFs, the
process corresponds to a shrinking covariance matrix C with each trial j, starting
with the first trail j = 1, as given by Equation 4.7 where γ is called the DR
parameter and is recommended be set to 0.5 in most cases by the authors of the
method.
Cp,j = Cp,j=1 × γj−1 (4.7)
The formulation for the acceptance statistic α is altered from that in Equation 4.3
to account for the additional generic number of DR steps. The generic expression
is long and can be found in Ref. [55]. However, if symmetric distributions are
used to construct the proposal distribution, the computation of the acceptance
statistic is greatly simplified and can be found in a seperate work by Mira [56]
which also details the algorithm’s implementation.
The DR procedure is visualized in Figure 4.6 for a 1D target PDF where two re-
trial steps are allowed with the recommended DR parameter setting. The first DR
step consists of generating a sample θp,1 from the Gaussian proposal distribution
where the σ parameter is unchanged. If the first sample fails the acceptance test,
the proposal distribution is redrawn where the σ is now reduced by half and a
new candidate θp,2 is drawn from the updated proposal PDF. If the acceptance
test again does not pass, the proposal distribution is redrawn again where the
standard deviation is again halved and from it a candidate θp,3 is obtained. In
general if the acceptance criteria is again not met, the chain remains stationary
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.6: The progression of the 3-step Delayed Rejection method where the
DR parameter is set to 0.5 and both first (a) and second (b) DR steps do not
yield an accepted sample.
and θi = θi+1 is recorded. However, in Figure 4.6 (c) it can be seen that the
new sample corresponds to an automatic acceptance according to the procedure
outlined in the previous subsection and thus θp,3 = θi+1 is recorded. Indeed a
three step DR approach is highly desirable as the proposal distribution of the
first attempt can be on purpose made to cover large parts of the domain. The
benefits of doing so include fast initial exploration of the domain if the sampling
process starts in regions of low probability as well as the ability to capture multi-
modal behavior in the regions of high probability density to a degree. The second
step can be thought of as a local exploration step that comes after the first step’s
failure to find a far off region of higher probability. The third step with this design
is consequently the“fine-tunin” step of the sampling process which is beneficial
when the target PDF consists of very narrow regions of high probability density.
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4.3.2 Adaptive Method
Whereas the Delayed Rejection method adjusts the sampling procedure to allow
for more trials to be carried out prior to rejection, the Adaptive Method [AM]
devised by Haario et al. [57] augments the original MH algorithm by modifying the
proposal distribution during sampling. Specifically, the AM methodology focuses
on the use of Gaussian proposal PDFs where the covariance matrix is updated
based on the accepted sample history. The procedure for the implementation of
this augmentation begins by first defining a Gaussian proposal distribution with
a positive definite covariance matrix C0 based on prior knowledge of parameters.
The MH algorithm is allowed to explore the target PDF using the pre-defined
proposal normal distribution for a number of samples until step number npreAM
is reached; this interval constitutes the ”non-adaptation” period. Once a pre-
determined number of chain samples have been obtained, the AM procedure uses
the recursive formula in Equation 4.8 to update the proposal covariance matrix
based on past recorded samples. The length of the non-adaptation period can be
set at investigator’s discretion and in Ref. [57] it was stated the the covariance
matrix should be updated at regular small intervals instead of at every transition
step.
Ci+1 =
i− 1
i
Ci +
sd
i
(iθ¯i−1θ¯
T
i−1 − (i+ 1)θ¯iθ¯Ti + θiθTi + Id) (4.8)
In the equation above the quantities are defined as follows: the barred quantities
θ¯i and θ¯i−1 represent the means of past i and i− 1 (excluding the most recently
accepted) samples, Ci and Ci+1 are respectively current and updated covariance
matrices,  an extremely small factor that prevents together with identity matrix
Id singular covariance matrices, and sd is a scaling factor recommended to bet set
to sd = 2.4
2/d by the authors of the method where d is the number of dimensions.
One of the main benefits of the method is that it is possible to start with a diagonal
covariance matrix for the proposal distribution and then allow the AM algorithm
to gradually introduce correlation between parameters during sampling based on
the history of the chain. As demonstrated in Figure 4.7, the initial covariance
matrix in (a) is diagonal and therefore parameters are independent. With chain
progression the covariance matrix is updated to introduce correlation between the
two parameters from (a) through (c) resulting in a distribution that is rotated in
its orientation as well as slightly elongated in (c).
The dependence on past samples of the AM algorithm breaks the Markovian
property of the original MH chain as well as its reversibility. However, the authors
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.7: Evolution of proposal Gaussian distribution contours due to the
updating of the covariance matrix with the AM algorithm starting with (a) and
progressing to (c) where chain history is shown in each tile.
of the method had proven that given the satisfaction of certain properties, which
in the case of the work contained in this thesis are true, the equilibrium solution
will still correspond to the target PDF being sampled.
4.3.3 DRAM – DR and AM Combined
Both Delayed Rejection and Adaptive Method algorithms aim to improve the
convergence ability of the MH algorithm by altering the basic approach taken to
aspects of the sampling distributions and sample drawing procedures. In their
work, Haario et al. [58] combined the two approaches into a single method called
DRAM and proved its validity when sampling a target probability distribution
function. The procedure is a logical extension of both methods. In the first at-
tempt to sample the target distribution, an updated proposal covariance matrix
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Figure 4.8: Performance comparison of base MH and MH augmented with DR,
AM, and DRAM algorithms where pooled sums of the squared residuals vs.
number of steps were plotted by the authors of Ref. [58] for a PDF sampling test
case.
Ci is generated based on previous i− 1 samples. A sample is then generated from
a normal distribution located at the current process location using the generated
covariance matrix. In the event that the sample does not satisfy the acceptance
criteria, the DR methodology is employed where successive proposal distributions
are drawn at the same process location using scaled versions of the generated
covariance matrix Ci as shown in Equation 4.7. In addition to its formulation,
the authors of the DRAM algorithm also conducted a thorough study of its per-
formance and compared it against the base MH approach as well as the DR and
AM augmented versions separately. The results of one of those studies is repro-
duced in Figure 4.8 where a target PDF was sampled and the pooled sums of the
squared residuals vs. simulation time were plotted. Both DR and AM methods
alone showed superior performance over the base MH algorithm. In addition, re-
sults corresponding to the DRAM approach were better than for both AM and
DR separately thanks to the interaction between both methods.
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4.3.4 PID Driven DRAM
The quality of results obtained using MCMC based methods when sampling a
target probability distribution depends on the quality of mixing present in the
transition history of a chain. The quality of the obtained chain in turn can be
deduced from the overall acceptance rate for which an intermediate value is vital.
In the case of MH algorithm augmented with the DRAM approach in the present
thesis, an acceptance rate of 50% is desired.
The acceptance rate statistic in the case of MH+DRAM algorithm can be con-
trolled through two choices, initial proposal distribution covariance matrix and
the value of the DR parameter. In the case of the covariance matrix with the rec-
ommended value for the DR parameter, an initial proposal that covers extremely
large or small regions of the sampling domain may yield acceptance rates that
may be small or large respectively based on the target distribution to be sam-
pled; the AM method will not completely amend poorly chosen initial proposal
distributions. Proper proposal distributions with a constant DR parameter that
yield a desired acceptance rate are problem specific and are difficult to determine
apriori. In the case of improperly mixing chains the initial proposal distributions
must be adjusted in an iterative manner and sampling efforts restarted; this effort
grows much more difficult with increasing input dimensionality. In the case of
computationally expensive models this approach towards fixing the mixing of the
transition chain is extremely wasteful.
The author of this thesis and the author of Ref. [49] chose to focus on the control
of the DR parameter setting in order to fix sampling efforts that yield undesired
behaviors. The approach that was devised involves the control of the value of the
DR parameter with a PID controller that takes as input the local acceptance rate
of past k number of chain samples and outputs a DR parameter value that will
drive the local acceptance rate towards the desired 50%; the overall acceptance
rate will be driven to the 50% target by extension. The procedure involves the
following two ideas:
• Define the initial proposal distribution covariance matrix to be a diagonal
matrix where each independent normal distribution spans over a very large
portion of the corresponding input sampling distribution domain. In the
case of this thesis, the σ per each original independent normal proposal
distribution was set to be 1/12 of the input distribution range.
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• Prior to drawing the first sample for the first DR step j = 1 for all indi-
vidual transition attempts i, calculate the new DR parameter using a PID
controller where the input is the local acceptance rate based on the last k
transitions of the chain history, the goal is a local acceptance rate of 50%,
and the output control variable is a new DR parameter value.
The AM method is unlikely to reduce the span of an initial proposal distribu-
tion by a large factor. Due to this behavior of the AM portion of DRAM as well
as the fact that the first step of the DR parameter does not adjust the covari-
ance matrix in any way, selection of a large initial proposal distribution means
that the sampling scheme will retain its ability to capture multi–modal behaviors
throughout the sampling procedure no matter the behavior imposed by the PID
controller on the DR parameter. The random walk is initially also likely to take
very bold steps and arrive in the vicinity of the region of high probability density
if the starting point is in a region of small probability.
The expression for the PID controller implemented inside of SMUQ was ob-
tained by first taking the derivative of both sides of Equation 4.9 where e is the
error value and u is the control variable. The discrete form of the resulting expres-
sion was then derived and solved for the value of the new DR parameter which is
in the current case the control parameter.
u(t) = Kpe(t) +Ki
∫ t
0
e(τ)dτ +Kd
de(t)
dt
(4.9)
The alternate algorithm for the PID controller removes difficulties caused by the
integral term in typical implementations; they are extremely susceptible to error
wind-up complications. The number of past transitions from which the local
acceptance rate is computed is an input that is left to be chosen at the discretion
of the investigator. In the present case, past 100 transitions are considered but the
number can be chosen to be larger if a more gradual control of the DR parameter
is desired. Finally, the PID controller can be turned on immediately after the start
of the chain where the local acceptance rate will be computed using information
from all transitions made until sample i > k is reached. However, doing so
is not advised as the PID controller response can be chaotic when the chain
is still in a low probability region of the target PDF; local acceptance ratio is
likely to be high and show erratic trends. The PID controller in this work is
instead turned on by default at the same chain step where the covariance of the
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Figure 4.9: Local and cumulative acceptance rate histories recorded during a
sampling run of a PDF using DRAM PID extension of the MH algorithm.
proposal distribution begins to be updated by the AM component of DRAM.
The controller gains were obtained by running a sampling run on a target PDF
with the basic DRAM algorithm and then changing the DR parameter half way
through the procedure. Using MATLAB, a PID controller response was then
fitted to the local acceptance rate history plot where the gains were found to be
Kp = −2.2, Kd = 0.0, and Ki = −0.1. Although these values were found using a
test case, an exact steady state value of the target acceptance rate is not critical
and an approximate behavior suffices. A steady state error as well as oscillations
around the desired acceptance value are tolerable as long as they do not deviate
significantly from the target.
An example of the resulting behavior of a sampling run where PID DRAM was
utilized is shown in Figure 4.9; local acceptance and overall acceptance rates are
plotted versus the step number. The local acceptance rate is shown to oscillate
about the target acceptance while the overall acceptance quickly converged to the
desired value. The ergodicity properties of the PID extended DRAM algorithm
are yet to be studied along with the best values for the number of transitions to
consider in the calculation of the local acceptance rate. These aspects are planned
to be explored in future efforts and are beyond the scope of the current work.
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4.4 Sampling of Multimodal PDFs
Some probability distribution functions may show severe multimodal behavior
where multiple peaks in the PDF can be identified. This situation is likely to be
encountered during calibration outlined in Chapter 3 when the dimensionality of
the input model parameter space is large. In such occasions, the walking DRAM
algorithm can encounter difficulties in sampling the modes of the distribution
especially if they are separated by regions of very low probability. The proposed
wide proposal distributions for the PID DRAM extension of the MH algorithm
are able to a degree alleviate multi-modal behavior.
If a posterior distribution is known to consist of a number of modes that will not
be sampled adequately by the PID DRAM algorithm, two possible approaches to
remedy the problem have been implemented in SMUQ. One of these solutions in-
volves the method of simulated annealing detailed by Tarantola [16]. The method
aims to replicate the physical process of annealing encountered in metallurgy
during sampling where artificially a larger number of samples are accepted; the
artificial push to accept more samples decays overtime. The second option on the
other hand is prefered over simulated annealing, and it consists of running multi-
ple sampling chains in parallel with different starting points and evolution. This
approach was studied well by Gelman and Rubin [59] where the sampling perfor-
mance of a target multi-modal distribution with the Gibbs sampling algorithm
was improved with the use of multiple sampling chains.
4.5 High Posterior Density Regions
The model calibration problem posed in Chapter 3 is solved by using above ap-
proaches to sample the posterior probability distribution. The marginalization
of the sampled posterior PDF returns probability distributions corresponding to
each model parameter that express updated knowledge and uncertainty concern-
ing each respectively. The propagation of parameter posterior PDFs through the
statistical forward problem in addition to the quantified uncertainty due to model
inadequacy and data inaccuracies yields a joint output probability distribution
p(y|D,M) for desired quantities of interest.
In the study done by Oliver et al. [19] it was made evident that calibration
procedures strive towards making model output match calibration data as best as
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possible . However, there is no guarantee that model output will match exactly
data that are newly aquired or those that were used during calibration. In the
current context, the probability of obtaining data D based on the output PDF
may not be substantial even after calibration. The authors of Ref. [19] recom-
mended the use of High Posteror Density [HPD] credibility regions instead of a
visual inspection for a proper metric of whether observed data are a plausible
outcome of the calibrated output distribution; HPD credibility regions are thor-
oughly discussed by Box and Tiao [60]. It was stated in the study that the HPD
region “is the set for which the probability of belonging to S is β and the proba-
bility density for each pint in S is greater than that of points outside S” [19]. The
formulation for the β statistic utilized here takes the form of Equation 4.10 where
y are model output quantities for which output PDFs were obtained through the
solution of the statistical forward problem and Y are the corresponding observed
values.
β =
∫
S
p(y|D,M)dy, where S = {y : p(y|D,M) ≥ p(Y|D,M)} (4.10)
The procedure for obtaining HPD intervals and the value of the β statistic
can be given physical intuition by using Figure 4.10. The first step of the visual
procedure involves drawing a horizontal line through the point of global maximum
of the pictured PDF. Once the line is drawn, it is incrementally shifted towards
the x-axis. The horizontal line will begin to intersect the black PDF outline and
will form intervals inside of its interior. The integration of the area underneath
the PDF curve inside the newly defined intervals, where in the case of Figure 4.10
the intervals are formed by points S1 and S2 in addition to S3 and S4, will yield
the value of β for the current location of the horizontal line with the corresponding
intervals forming the β value HPD regions.
In the present case scenario where the plausibility of observed data given the
calibrated output PDF is being investigated, a slightly altered routine than the one
above is implemented. Instead of finding HPD regions based on a pre–determined
value of β, HPD regions are sought after that both include recorded data for
the observable quantity under consideration and minimize the magnitude of the
parameter β. In terms of the visualization procedure exercised previously, a hori-
zontal line is drawn at the global maximum of the output PDF for an observable
quantity which is then shifted down until it intersects with a data point. Once
both are in contact, the parameter β is computed and the quality of the results
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Figure 4.10: An example of 50% HPD regions where the areas in dark blue are
the regions, black line is a generic output distribution, and red markers are
locations where the horizontal line intersects the black line.
of the calibration are ascertained based on the value of the parameter. It can be
easily deduced given the current discussion that in the event where β = 0 the
most probable predicted output from the output PDF aligns with validation data
for the observable quantity; model is able to replicate data well. However, if the
value of the parameter is near unity, the model is unable to replicate the physical
phenomena involved.
The outlined procedure provides a rigorous approach with which the ability of
a calibrated model to replicate phenomena under consideration can be evaluated.
The computation of HPD intervals is consequently used in Chapter 5 to assess
the quality calibration results.
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Chapter 5
Results
In the present work calibration of the VISTA material database using Bayesian
inference is performed using material temperature flight data collected during
the Apollo 4 test flight. The process is carried out using an in-house developed
code dubbed SMUQ that implements methods discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 to
arrive at the solution of the statistical inverse problem. Uncertainty quantification
of calibrated results is done by forward propagating parameter PDFs as well as
non–parametric sources of uncertainty through the statistical forward problem.
The contents of this chapter are organized as follows. First the flight scenario
to be studied is detailed along with a discussion of obtained data. A sensitivity
analysis is then done for the Apollo 4 scenario and results are reviewed and used
to reduce the dimensionality of the uncertain input parameter space. In addition,
problem dependent aspects of calibration such as the error form assumption, likeli-
hood formulation, and input parameter priors employed throughout the remainder
of this thesis will be given. Calibration of the VISTA model is done along with
uncertainty quantification in the final sections of this chapter with both synthetic
and flight data.
5.1 Flight Scenario and Data
Data used in the calibration of uncertain VISTA model parameters was obtained
by digitizing temperature profile plots recorded during the Apollo 4 test flight [15].
Objectives of the mission included the study of the heat-shield ablator perfor-
mance when exposed to the conditions generated during super-orbital entry ve-
locities that future manned Apollo flights would experience on their trans-lunar
return trajectory. The material temperature history consists of thermocouple
measurements collected at different depths in two separate plugs placed in the
vehicle’s aft heat shield. Original plots of temperature profiles recorded at Plugs
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(a) Plug 1 (b) Plug 2
Figure 5.1: Material temperature data recorded by thermocouples located in
Plug 1 (a) and Plug 2 (b) at different depths in the aft heat shield of Apollo
4 [15].
1 and 2 are reproduced in Figure 5.1 as well as their respective locations on the
vehicle’s aft heat shield. The scenarios in the figure begin once the vehicle had
reached an altitude of 400,000 ft. and continue for over 16 minutes past the start
of the recordings. The plug shown to be located 50 inches away from the center
on the pitch plane will throughout this work be referred to as Plug 1 while the
plug located near the area of maximum heating will be referenced to as Plug 2.
Of the available data, temperature recorded by the front most thermocouple is
used as the thermal boundary condition with the TC driver method; the sample
length is appropriately re-scaled where the new origin coincides with the location
of the thermocouple driver. This approach removes the need to model the highly
complex flow field environment during hypersonic re-entry as well as the need to
model recession of the material. Temperatures recorded at deeper depths of the
charring ablator where significant changes were observed are then used as data
during calibration.
Data obtained during both flight and ground facility experiments are subject
to uncertainties caused by contamination, diagnostic measurement tools, post-
processing of raw data, etc. In this work two possible sources of data error are
identified: digitization of data and instrument measuring inaccuracies. In general,
AVCOAT material performance data recorded during atmospheric re-entry flights
are difficult to obtain in raw form. The availability of plots of temperature profiles
for handful of plugs of the Apollo 4 flight made it possible to digitize data, using
one of the freely available tools on the internet, for use in the calibration of VISTA
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model parameters. However, process of digitization and accuracy of the results
depends on the quality of images available for analysis. The source of the plots
used in this work was a low-quality online scan of printed material from 1970s.
Flight data moreover are affected by measurement instrument accuracy which
results in noise present in final readings. Thermocouple instruments also suffer
from a slight delay in their temperature measurements of materials due to the
thermal lag effect [61].
Although referenced, work containing information detailing the accuracy of the
instrumentation onboard the Apollo 4 flight could not be accessed [62]. A min-
imum uncertainty threshold of 10% error is instead assumed on obtained data
which encapsulates errors due to both data digitization and instrumentation ac-
curacy. These sources of error are expected to be the largest source of experimental
error in obtained data.
The above possibilities form experimental uncertainty the magnitude of which
in basic forward propagation approaches to uncertainty quantification must be
determined apriori. On the other hand in this work, experimental uncertainty
combined with modeling error constitute a separate parameter to be calibrated.
This parameter encapsulates both experimental and model errors and makes either
indistinguishable from the other. It has been established that the confidence in
data cannot be lower than an error of 10%, and it will serve as the lower bound
during calibration, corresponding to the case of no structural model inadequacies
present.
5.2 Sensitivity Analysis of VISTA in Apollo 4 Scenario
Prior to the calibration exercise, a sensitivity study is carried out with the method
of Sobol and computation of Pearson correlation coefficients; temperature of the
charring ablator is designated as the quantity of interest. The model parameter
space in the sensitivity study is explored using a quasi-Monte Carlo scheme paired
with the low discrepancy Sobol sequence and 25800 and 14340 model runs for the
computation of Sobol indices and Pearson correlation coefficients respectively; de-
termination of converged Pearson correlation coefficients requires a smaller num-
ber of model runs. The algorithms implemented for both approaches are suscepti-
ble to numerical errors when variance in the output is extremely small compared
to output sample values. Figures containing the results of the study, therefore, be-
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Table 5.1: VISTA Uncertain Parameters and Their Sampling Distributions.
Input Parameters Parameter Sampling Distribution
Virgin State Thermal Conductivity λvirgin P1 U [0.06, 0.15]
λvirgin P2 U [400, 650]
λvirgin P3 U [200, 800]
Char State Thermal Conductivity λchar P1 U [0.8, 1.8]
λchar P2 U [1500, 2700]
λchar P3 U [600, 1600]
First Reaction Pre-Exponential Ar1 10
U [7,10]
Second Reaction Pre-Exponential Ar2 10
U [7,10]
Third Reaction Pre-Exponential Ar3 10
U [7,10]
Virgin State Porosity φvirgin U [0.6, 0.8]
Virgin State Permeability Kvirgin 10
U [−12,−9]
Char State Porosity φchar U [0.8, 0.95]
Char State Permeability Kchar 10
U [−12,−9]
gin at the point in time where the sample output variance exceeds approximately
0.01K. The TC Driver boundary condition takes the form of data collected by the
frontmost thermocouple in Plugs 1 and 2 shown Figure 5.1. The sensitivity study
is performed simultaneously for both plugs at two thermocouple locations closest
to the TC driver per plug.
Input parameters to be varied are shown in Table 5.1. Select few parameters,
namely the thermal conductivities of virgin and char states, are functions of tem-
perature. A function of the form of Equation 5.1 is utilized to approximate these
relationships.
y(x) = ae−(
x−b
c
)2 (5.1)
This function form is chosen due to the original thermal conductivity temperature
relationships being obtained with Gaussian fits on existing experimental data [14].
Although heat capacity of the ablating material is an important parameter in
general, it has been excluded from the analysis of this work. In the presence of
measurement errors it is not possible to calibrate simultaneously thermal conduc-
tivity and heat capacity of virgin and char states of an ablating material due to
their strong, mutual correlation [29]. Greater confidence in the original values
of the heat capacity was also expressed by the authors of this work apriori than
for the values of thermal conductivity. Input parameter distributions were also
forward propagated through the statistical forward problem in order to determine
uncertainty in the model output prior to calibration.
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5.2.1 Sensitivity Results
50
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2: Results of the sensitivity study of VISTA performed with the
method of Sobol for thermocouples located in Plug 1 of Apollo 4 flight.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.3: Results of the sensitivity study of VISTA performed with the
method of Sobol for thermocouples located in Plug 2 of Apollo 4 flight.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.4: Results of the sensitivity study of VISTA in the form of PCCs for
thermocouples located in Plug 1 of Apollo 4 flight.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.5: Results of the sensitivity study of VISTA in the form of PCCs for
thermocouples located in Plug 2 of Apollo 4 flight.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.6: Box plots of model outputs resulting from the forward propagation
of prior PDFs through the statistical forward problem for Plug 1 where blue
lines represent individual boxes limited by the first and third quartiles, black
lines are box plot whiskers which extend to minimum and maximum ranges, red
dot markers signify the outliers, and magenta lines show the median.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.7: Box plots of model outputs resulting from the forward propagation
of prior PDFs through the statistical forward problem for Plug 2 where blue
lines represent individual boxes limited by the first and third quartiles, black
lines are box plot whiskers which extend to minimum and maximum ranges, red
dot markers signify the outliers, and magenta lines show the median.
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5.2.2 Outcome Discussion
Results of the sensitivity study at each data thermocouple location in each plug
are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 for the method of Sobol and Figures 5.4 and 5.5
for Pearson correlation coefficients. The results for the forward propagation of
input distributions in Table 5.1 are shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 where box plots
were graphed in 1s intervals of the time domain respectively for Plugs 1 and 2. In
the figures the black line whiskers are set to signify 99.3% confidence intervals in
the case of a normal distribution with red dot markers representing outliers; blue
colored regions are set to have lower and upper bounds corresponding to first and
third quartiles respectively. The final output distribution is observed to be highly
skewed with large maximum and minimum bounds of recorded temperatures and
a large number of outliers across all four thermocouple locations.
Both sets of sensitivity measures show that the influence of each model pa-
rameter on the model output varies significantly with time. However, differences
between the results of both methods exist that could lead to contrasting con-
clusions. The PCCs corresponding to the porosity of char (φvirgin) and virgin
( φvirgin) states imply a non-negligible effect over model output, but method of
Sobol casts these two parameters as definitively non-influential. PCCs also show
the pre-exponential of the first solid reaction Ar1 to have significant influence in
plot (a) of Figure 5.4 and (b) of Figure 5.5 beyond the 100 second mark whereas
that importance is nearly non-existent in the results derived with the method of
Sobol. Parameters λchar P2 and λchar P3 are also observed to cross the y-axis in (a)
of Figure 5.5 signifying that the linear relationship between parameter and output
changes sign. This occurrence also implies that output and stated parameters are
not correlated during the time interval enclosing the crossing point. However,
same parameters are shown to retain their importance during the corresponding
interval in (a) of Figure 5.3. The summand of the Sobol indices in Figures 5.2
and 5.3 is above 1 throughout the scenario consequently revealing that there is
a significant presence of higher order parameter interaction effects which exert
influence over the model output; computation of Pearson correlation coefficients
is not able to capture these interactions. These results lead to the conclusion that
method of Sobol is the more appropriate measure to use in the sensitivity study
of models approximating charring ablator performance.
Based on the results obtained with the method of Sobol, parameters dictating
the functional relationship between thermal conductivities and temperature are
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overwhelmingly the most influential parameters over model output across all four
locations. The first solid reaction pre-exponential is also shown across all thermo-
couples to be a significant parameter. The permeability of the virgin state shows
minor influence on the output in the shallowest thermocouple of the second plug.
The remaining parameters are shown to be non-influential, which justifies their
removal from further analysis. It is important to point out that Sobol indices
corresponding to parameters dictating the functional form of λchar experience an
increase shortly after the influence of the parameters describing the functional
relationship of λvirgin begins to decrease. The interval of occurence of both of
these effects coincides with the interval where the influence of the first reaction
pre-exponential is present; the duration of this interval also depends on the depth
in the material. It can be therefore concluded that this time interval coincides
with the time interval during which decomposition mechanics heavily affect ma-
terial temperature predictions. Errors in modeling the solid decomposition and
pyrolosis gas phenomena will affect the temperature output over a larger time do-
main deep within the material than near the surface. The effect also experiences
a lagging effect as the time interval on the per plug basis appears to shift in time
based on material depth.
5.3 Calibration and Uncertainty Quantification of VISTA
The layout of following sections is as follows. First a calibration of VISTA model
parameters is carried out using synthetic, generated data to prove the validity of
the approach utilized in this thesis. The results of the statistical forward problem
with comparison to synthetic data are also shown. Following, calibration of un-
certain and influential parameters is performed using thermocouple data recorded
during Apollo 4 flight test. The solution of the forward statistical problem is then
shown and compared with original Apollo 4 calibration data.
The current calibration framework that makes use of Bayesian inference as cov-
ered in Chapter 3 consists of aspects that are problem dependent and must be
determined apriori by the investigator. These aspects consists of problem depen-
dent assumptions concerning the error form, likelihood function formulation, and
model parameter prior distributions representing the state of knowledge concern-
ing their respective values. The following sections present the choices made with
respect to each in this work.
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5.3.1 Likelihood and Error Form
The formulation of the likelihood function is problem specific. All data points in
this case are assumed to be spatially and temporally independent, and a multi-
plicative error is considered of the form shown in Equation 5.2 where Di and Yi
respectively represent data and corresponding output points while i,tot represents
the total error measure.
Di = Yi × 10i,tot (5.2)
The likelihood distribution, and therefore the error, is assumed to follow the
Gaussian distribution shown in Equation 5.3 where σ is treated as an uncertain
parameter to be calibrated. The parameter serves as a penalization factor in the
error between output and data, the magnitude of which signifies the magnitude
of the uncertainty present due to modeling assumptions and data inaccuracies
combined.
p(D|θ,M) = 1√
(2piσ2)Nd
exp
[
− 1
2
Nd∑
i=1
(
log10(Di)− log10(Yi)
σ
)2]
(5.3)
In the present case where calibration is performed with multiple thermocouples
from 2 separate plugs, the total likelihood is computed as a product of individual
likelihoods of the form of Equation 5.3 where each constituent likelihood intro-
duces their own σ parameter to the uncertain parameter space. The error and
likelihood forms defined above are used throughout the remainder of this thesis.
5.3.2 Parameter Priors
Full list of uncertain VISTA model parameters to be calibrated using Apollo 4
flight data are listed in Table 5.2. The included parameters were chosen based on
the sensitivity analysis results shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. There would be no
physical justification for the permeability value of the virgin state to be higher
than that of the char state, hence the permeability of the char state state is re-
tained as an uncertain parameter in an attempt to avoid this possibility without
strictly enforcing it. However, significant knowledge concerning the parameter
value is not expected to be gained. The number of sigma parameters considered
is the same as the number of thermocouples from which calibration data were ex-
tracted. In effect, a parameter indicating the severity of model and data error will
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Table 5.2: List of Uncertain Parameters to be Calibrated.
Input Parameters Parameter Sampling Distribution
Virgin State Thermal Conductivity λvirgin P1 U [0.06, 0.15]
λvirgin P2 U [400, 650]
λvirgin P3 U [200, 800]
Char State Thermal Conductivity λchar P1 U [0.8, 1.8]
λchar P2 U [1500, 2700]
λchar P3 U [600, 1600]
First Reaction Pre-Exponential Ar1 10
U [7,10]
Virgin State Permeability Kvirgin 10
U [−12,−9]
Char State Permeability Kchar 10
U [−12,−9]
Model and Data Error Plug 1 TC1 σLikelihood 1 U [0, 0.05]
Model and Data Error Plug 1 TC2 σLikelihood 2 U [0, 0.05]
Model and Data Error Plug 2 TC1 σLikelihood 3 U [0, 0.05]
Model and Data Error Plug 2 TC2 σLikelihood 4 U [0, 0.05]
be calibrated at each location in the ablating material where data were recorded.
5.3.3 Calibration with Manufactured Data
Prior to calibration with Apollo 4 flight data, manufactured data is generated
with a set of nominal VISTA parameter values for the Apollo 4 scenario. Fur-
thermore, multiplicative noise of the form of Equation 5.2 is added following a
Gaussian distribution. Instead of a single 3-D simulation, two independent 1-D
simulations are used in tandem to both lower the computational costs of the cal-
ibration scenario and more closely replicate practical design process structure of
thermal protection systems. However, calibration is still performed with model
output from both simulations simultaneously while using same sampled material
parameters. Each 1-D simulation corresponds to a plug located on Apollo 4’s aft
heat shield which uses manufactured temperature data as the TC driver thermal
boundary condition. The purpose of this effort is to demonstrate that nominal
parameter values can be extracted from the Apollo 4 scenario.
Posterior PDFs for the selected VISTA model parameters are shown in Figure
5.8 where dashed lines indicate nominal parameter values with which data were
generated. The results were obtained using only 5 chains and a total of 22, 000
accepted samples with a burn in of 2, 000 samples per chain. It is observed that
nominal functional relationships between the thermal conductivity of virgin and
char states and temperature are retrieved. The posterior PDF of the thermal
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.8: Posterior PDFs of selected VISTA model parameters obtained
through the solution of the statistical inverse problem using manufactured data.
conductivity of the char state λchar shows the highest confidence in the results,
agreeing with the conclusion drawn from the sensitivity analysis that it was the
most influential parameter being considered. The high uncertainty in the values
past the temperature of 2200K is due to significant amount of material in the
manufactured case never reaching temperatures that high; very little information
about the parameter behavior in that temperature range could be extracted from
model output. Same argument is invoked for the reason why the calibrated result
corresponding to the thermal conductivity of the virgin state λvirgin below the
temperature of 300K shows slight deviation from nominal values; the material
temperature in the scenario across all four locations never fell below approxi-
mately 290K and experienced very low variation in the 290 − 350K range across
most thermocouples. The calibrated relationship between λvirgin and temperature
though still shows good agreement with the nominal trend. Smaller confidence
in its functional form reflects the fact that the influence of the parameter is sig-
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nificant in the portion of the simulation that experienced small variations in the
output. Even though two of the constituent parameters were shown to exhibit
limited influence over the output in the sampled range, the nominal functional
relationship was approximately retrieved. The posterior of the first solid reaction
rate Ar1 shows a moderate certainty in the most probable value obtained. Based
on the sensitivity analysis results, the wide posterior PDF is due to the param-
eter showing minor influence on the output in the manufactured data scenario.
However, the most probable value aligns well with the nominal value used and
uncertainty would be expected to decrease with a larger number of samples. The
posterior PDF corresponding to the permeability of the virgin state Kvirgin shows
the most probable value being extremely close to the nominal result. However,
the PDF also shows large uncertainty reflecting the fact that it showed very low
influence on the output. This can also be due to the fact that significant noise was
added to data. Permeability of the char state Kchar parameter never exhibited
convergent behavior as it was a non-influential parameter that was included only
as a sanity check, therefore it was excluded from Figure 5.8.
The statistical forward problem was also solved for the manufactured data case.
The solution is shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10; data generated before and after
noise was added are included in the figures. The resulting posterior distributions
are approximately Gaussian allowing for 3σ (99.7%) confidence intervals to be
constructed. The most probable deterministic outputs are observed to be in al-
most perfect agreement with nominal outputs across all figures showing that the
calibration is accurate even though significant noise to data was added. This con-
clusion is reinforced by looking at Figures 5.11 and 5.12 where the β HPD values
based on nominal model output are near unity. All data with noise applied are
also completely encapsulated by the drawn CIs.
Based on these results, the methodology employed in this work is proven to
be able to calibrate influential VISTA model parameters in ablation scenarios by
being able to retrieve nominal parameter values and final deterministic outputs
across all four thermocouple locations in the manufactured case. It is also antic-
ipated that knowledge of parameter values will be improved upon the most for
parameters that showed significant influence on the output within time intervals
that experienced highest variance during the sensitivity study.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.9: Solution plots of the forward propagation of calibrated VISTA
parameter PDFs through the statistical forward problem for thermocouple
locations in Plug 1 of the manufactured case.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.10: Solution plots of the forward propagation of calibrated VISTA
parameter PDFs through the statistical forward problem for thermocouple
locations in Plug 2 of the manufactured case.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.11: HPD β values derived using nominal model output values for
likelihood nodes at thermocouple locations in Plug 1 of the manufactured data
case.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.12: HPD β values derived using nominal model output values for
likelihood nodes at thermocouple locations in Plug 2 of the manufactured data
case.
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5.3.4 Calibration with Flight Data
In the calibration of VISTA using Apollo 4 flight data, all indicated parameters
in Table 5.1 are considered as uncertain. The calibration data in this scenario
consists of material temperature profile history collected with two sets of two
thermocouples across two plugs at different material depths shown in Figure 5.1.
Each 1-D simulation again corresponds to a plug located on Apollo 4’s aft heat
shield and uses Apollo 4 flight temperature recordings of the thermocouple nearest
to the surface as the TC driver thermal boundary condition; a σ parameter is again
considered per each thermocouple data source.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.13: Posterior PDFs of sensitive VISTA model parameters obtained
through calibration with Apollo 4 flight data.
Posterior PDFs corresponding to sensitive and uncertain VISTA model param-
eters obtained through the solution of the statistical inverse problem are shown in
Figure 5.13 where significant departures from pre-calibrated values are observed
across the entire parameter space. In the case of the λvirgin, the calibrated func-
tional relationship has its peak value occur with a larger magnitude at smaller
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temperatures. The range of the prior for λvirgin functional relationship was in
fact observed to prevent larger values of the thermal conductivity from being ex-
plored; numerous samples failed due to λvirgin P1 falling outside the defined prior
range. This is believed to have caused other less sensitive parameters that sam-
pled well within their bounds from having narrow posterior PDFs and exhibit
slight multi-modal behaviors. In future calibration efforts, the ranges of the pri-
ors of the parameters defining the relationship between λvirgin and temperature
must be extended. The priors of parameters that define the function of λchar
on the other hand were satisfactory and the solution shows a well defined and
narrow posterior PDF throughout most of the temperature domain. Above the
temperature of 2500K, the amount of uncertainty in the results increases due
to significant portions of the material again never reaching temperatures of that
magnitude. Therefore, it is difficult to extract more information about parame-
ter behavior past the temperature of 2500K. The results show that between the
temperatures of approximately 1200K and 2500K, the calibrated λchar values are
lower in magnitude than previously believed. At lower temperature ranges the
pre-calibrated values of λchar are nearly the same as the calibrated result. The
first reaction pre-exponential Ar1 parameter posterior PDF shows that a value of
almost a magnitude larger than original is most probable. The posterior distri-
bution for the permeability of the virgin state Kvirgin also shows a large gain in
the information about the parameter with the most probable value being half of
the original. As such, updated knowledge of the the material after calibration
dictates a lower tendency to develop fluid flow through it in its virgin state. The
large reduction in uncertainty from prior distributions means that Apollo 4 data
contained enough information about these parameters for their calibration. On
the other hand, the posterior PDF for the permeability of the char state never con-
verged and spans the entire domain of the prior in a nearly uniform manner just
as the sensitivity study suggested would occur; the result is hence not included
in the results presented. The results of the calibration with pre-calibration and
most probable post-calibration values can be found in Table 5.3 for non-tabulated
parameters and Figure 5.14 for the thermal conductivity of virgin and char states.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.14: Comparison of virgin (a) and char (b) state thermal conductivity
values found in other works with calibration results of the present study [14].
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Table 5.3: Most Probable Calibrated Values of Non-tabulated Parameters.
Model Parameters Original Value M. P. Calibrated Value
First Reaction Pre-Exponential 1.75× 108 1.7865× 109
Virgin State Permeability 1.6× 10−11 2.5704× 10−12
Char State Permeability 2.0× 10−11 N/A (Insensitive)
5.3.5 Uncertainty Quantification
To observe the effect of the calibration process using Bayesian inference on the
final output, the posterior model parameter PDFs as well as model and data error
parameters were forward propagated through the statistical forward problem using
the same scenario case. The results of the exercise are shown in Figures 5.15 and
5.16 for all four thermocouples from which calibration data were extracted. In
addition, pre-calibration output as well as material temperature data are plotted
for comparison.
Improvements across temperature outputs at all locations are observed. The
maximum posterior probability outputs align closer with observed data than out-
put generated with pre-calibration model parameter values for majority of the time
domain across all figures. Largest relative gains can be observed at the deepest
thermocouple locations in Plugs 1 and 2. The most probable calibrated outputs,
however, do not identically replicate flight data. Output posterior distributions
at all locations are approximately Gaussian which allows for the computation of
99.7% confidence intervals. Different CIs per each location are observed due to
the calibration of a σ model and data error parameter per each data source. The
solution of the statistical inverse problem consisted of differing posterior PDFs
of these parameters that were in this case dependent on the thermocouple loca-
tion in the Apollo 4’s aft heat shield. The CI is seen to be the smallest at the
location of the deepest thermocouple in Plug 1 shown in (b) of Figure 5.15 while
the largest magnitude of uncertainty in the output is observed at the shallowest
thermocouple location in (a) of the same figure. Same pattern can be observed
in Figure 5.16 where output uncertainty within the same plug was observed to be
greatest near the origin. Based on the values of the β parameters of HPD intervals
plotted in Figures 5.17 and 5.18, the calibrated model has difficulties replicating
calibration data during certain time intervals. These intervals are however short
and the value of β never takes on values below 0.01 which the authors of Ref. [19]
recognized as an acceptable threshold value below which a data point becomes an
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improbable outcome of the model. Beyond these intervals the model in general
performs well with respect to data across all locations based on β HPD plots.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.15: Solution plots of the forward propagation of calibrated VISTA
parameter PDFs through the statistical forward problem for thermocouple
locations in Plug 1 of the Apollo 4 scenario.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.16: Solution plots of the forward propagation of calibrated VISTA
parameter PDFs through the statistical forward problem for thermocouple
locations in Plug 2 of the Apollo 4 scenario.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.17: HPD β values derived for likelihood nodes at thermocouple
locations in Plug 1 of the Apollo 4 scenario.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.18: HPD β values derived for likelihood nodes at thermocouple
locations in Plug 2 of the Apollo 4 scenario.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis a sensitivity analysis study was performed on the open-source AV-
COAT similar VISTA material database. Following, calibration of the uncertain
VISTA parameters was undertaken through the use of Bayesian inference com-
bined with material temperature data collected during the Apollo 4 flight. Uncer-
tainties due to parameter, model, and data errors were then forward propagated
onto the output. The methodology employed here took full advantage of being
able to express knowledge of a system in terms of probability distribution func-
tions. In turn, calibration through a Bayesian approach allowed for the state of
knowledge prior PDFs defined for each parameter to be updated based on newly
acquired data. The calibration process also quantified the uncertainty present
in model output due to model structure errors and uncertainty present in the
readings provided by recording hardware and possibly data post-processing soft-
ware. Ability to account for uncertainties caused by all three stated sources and
expression of model output in terms of a PDF enables engineers to implement
safety factors that are based on the computed uncertainty bounds instead of past
designs and subjective opinions; the methodology is also likely to cause smaller
safety factors to be implemented into final products.
The benefits of the employed method are evident in the reduction of uncertainty
achieved in the model output. When compared to the uncertainty quantification
results obtained using the state of knowledge of the system prior to calibration
effort, forward propagation of calibrated parameter probability distributions re-
sulted in an output PDF that exhibited much smaller magnitude of uncertainty.
This uncertainty included contributions due to parametric, model inadequacy,
and data inaccuracy sources that were obtained in a rigorous manner instead of
depending on subjective assumptions. In addition, the most probable calibrated
deterministic output aligned closer with calibration data supplied for the calibra-
tion exercise.
Finally, the approach outlined in this work as well as its implementation in
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SMUQ is not model specific and consequently can be utilized with models en-
countered in many branches of science. In the future, calibration and uncertainty
quantification through the use of Bayesian inference will be enhanced due to a
planned implementation of surrogate modeling techniques, such as the generalized
Polynomial Chaos expansions, aimed at reducing the computational expense of
the method that is associated with complex models.
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